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Abstract

Analysis of videos of human-object interactions involves

understanding human movements, locating and recogniz-

ing objects and observing the effects of human movements

on those objects. While each of these can be conducted

independently, recognition improves when interactions be-

tween these elements are considered. Motivated by psycho-

logical studies of human perception, we present a Bayesian

approach which unifies the inference processes involved in

object classification and localization, action understanding

and perception of object reaction.

Traditional approaches for object classification and ac-

tion understanding have relied on shape features and move-

ment analysis respectively. By placing object classification

and localization in a video interpretation framework, we

can localize and classify objects which are either hard to

localize due to clutter or hard to recognize due to lack of

discriminative features. Similarly, by applying context on

human movements from the objects on which these move-

ments impinge and the effects of these movements, we can

segment and recognize actions which are either too subtle

to perceive or too hard to recognize using motion features

alone.

1. Introduction

We describe a Bayesian approach to the joint recognition

of objects and actions based on shape and motion. Consider

two similarly shaped objects such as the spray bottle and

the drinking bottle shown in Figure 1. It is difficult to dis-

criminate between the two objects based on shape alone.

However, they are functionally dissimilar, so contextual in-

formation from human interactions with them can provide

functional information for recognition. However, similar

human movements can convey different intentions, depend-

ing on the contextual information provided by the environ-

ment and the objects on which these movement impinge.

For example, while the movement < hand − waving >

would indicate spraying if a person is holding a spray bot-

tle, it would imply signaling if the person instead carried a

road-sign or a flag. Therefore, action recognition requires

contextual information from object perception.

Figure 1. Importance of interaction context in recognition of ob-

ject. While the objects might be difficult to recognize using shape

features alone, when interaction context is applied the object is

easy to recognize.

Another important element in the perception of human

interactions with objects is the effect of manipulation on

objects, which we will refer to as “object reaction”. While

interaction movements might be too subtle to observe with

computer vision, the effects of these movements can be used

to provide information on functional properties of the ob-

ject.

We present a computational approach for perception of

human interactions with objects. The approach models the

contextual relationships between four perceptual elements

of human object interaction: object perception, reach mo-

tion, manipulation motion and object reaction. These re-

lationships enforce spatial, temporal and functional con-

straints on object recognition and action understanding.

The significance of the approach is twofold: (1) Human

actions and object reactions can be used to locate and recog-

nize objects which might be difficult to locate or recognize

otherwise. Human actions and object reactions can also be

used to infer object properties, such as weight. (2) Object

context and object reactions can be used to recognize ac-

tions which might otherwise be too similar to distinguish or

too difficult to observe.
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1.1. Psychological Evidence of Action/Object Inter
actions in Human Perception

Early psychological theories of human information pro-

cessing regarded action and perception as two separate pro-

cesses [15]. However, recent investigations have suggested

the importance of action in perceiving and recognizing ob-

jects (especially manipulable objects like tools) [4]. The

evidence for such theories comes from neuropsychological

studies where even passive viewing of manipulable objects

evokes cortical responses associated with motor processes.

With the discovery of mirror neurons [9, 25] in monkey,

there has been renewed interest in studying the relationships

between object recognition, action understanding and ac-

tion execution [9, 20, 10]. With the same neurons involved

in execution and perception, a link between object recogni-

tion and action understanding has been established [20] in

humans. Gallese et. al [9] showed that movement analysis

in humans depends on the presence of objects. The cor-

tical responses for goal directed actions are different from

the responses evoked when the same action is executed but

without the presence of the object.

Recent studies in experimental psychology have also

confirmed the role of object recognition in action under-

standing and vice-versa. Helbig et. al [11] show the role

of action priming in object recognition and how recogni-

tion rates improve with action-priming. In another study,

Bub et. al [3] investigated the role of object priming in ac-

tion/gesture recognition. While passive viewing of an ob-

ject did not lead to priming effects, priming was observed

when humans were first asked to recognize the object and

then recognize the action.

While most of this work suggests the existence of inter-

action between object and action perception in humans, they

have not examined the nature of the interaction between ac-

tion and object recognition. Vaina et. al [30] address this

through the study of pantomimes. They ranked the proper-

ties of objects that can be estimated robustly by perception

of pantomimes of human-object interaction. They discov-

ered that the weight of an object is most robustly estimated,

while size and shape are harder to estimate. In an another

study, Bach et. al [1] proposed that when action involving

objects are perceived, spatial and functional relations pro-

vide a context in which actions are judged.

1.2. Related Computational Approaches

Most current computational approaches for object recog-

nition use local static features and machine learning. The

features are typically based on shape and textural appear-

ance [5, 17]. These recognition approaches may have dif-

ficulty in recognizing manipulable objects when there is a

lack of discriminative features. As a result, there has been

recent interest in using contextual information for object

recognition. The performance of local recognition based

approaches can be improved by modeling object-object [18]

or object-scene relationships [28]. Torralba et. al used low

level image cues [29] for providing context based on depth

and viewpoint cues. Hoiem et. al [12] presented a uni-

fied approach for simultaneous estimation of object loca-

tions and scene geometry.

There has also been work on object recognition based on

functional properties. The functional capabilities of objects

are derived using characteristics of shape [24, 27], physics

and motion [7]. These approaches have been limited by the

lack of generic models that can map static shape to function.

Many approaches for action recognition use human dy-

namics [2]. While human dynamics do provide impor-

tant clues for action recognition, they are not sufficient for

recognition of activities which involve action on objects.

Many human actions involve similar movements/dynamics

but due to their context sensitive nature have different mean-

ings. Vaina et. al [31] suggested that action comprehension

requires understanding the goal of an action. The proper-

ties necessary for achieving the goal were called Action Re-

quirements. These requirements are related to the compati-

bility of an object with human movements such as grasp.

There have been a few attempts to model the contex-

tual relationship between object recognition and action un-

derstanding. Wilson et. al [32] presented parametric Hid-

den Markov Model (PHMM) for human action recognition.

They indirectly model the effect of object properties on hu-

man actions. Davis et. al [6] presented an approach to es-

timate the weight of a bag carried by a person using cues

from the dynamics of a walking person. Moore et. al [16]

presented an approach for action recognition based on scene

context derived from other objects in the scene. The scene

context is also used to facilitate object recognition of new

objects introduced in the scene. They did not address the

contextual relationship that exists between recognition of

the object and the action that acts on the same object. Ku-

niyoshi et. al [13] presented a neural network for recog-

nition of true actions. The requirements for a true action

included spatial and temporal relationships between object

and movement patterns. Peursum et. al [22] studied the

problem of object recognition based on interactions. Re-

gions in an image were classified as belonging to a partic-

ular object based on the relative position of the region to

the human skeleton and the class of action being performed.

While the authors recognize the need to apply object context

to differentiate similar movements, they assume all similar

movements are part of some higher level activity that can be

recognized using human dynamics alone. For example, they

assume picking up paper can be differentiated from picking

up a cup based on recognizing that a higher level activity

such as printing a document is being conducted. This is,

however, a restrictive approach for two reasons: (a) Actions

like picking can occur independently too. (b) Recognition

of higher level activities is itself a hard problem.

All of these approaches assume that either object recog-

nition or action understanding can be solved independent of



the other. They only model a one-way interaction between

them. We next present an approach which unifies the in-

ference process involved in object recognition and localiza-

tion, action understanding and perception of object reaction.

1.3. Overview of Our Approach

We identify three classes of human movements involved

in interactions with manipulable objects that depend on the

goal/intention of the movement. These movements are 1)

Reaching for an object 2) Grasping an object and 3) Ma-

nipulating an object. These movements are ordered in time;

manipulation is always preceded by grasping which is pre-

ceded by the reach movement1.

We present a graphical Bayesian model for modeling

human-object interactions. The nodes in the belief network

correspond to object, reach motion, manipulation motion,

object reaction and evidence related to each of these ele-

ments.

We consider the interactions between different nodes in

the model. Reach movements enable object localization

since there is a high probability of an object being present at

the endpoint of the reach motion. Similarly, object recogni-

tion disables false positives in reach motion detection, since

there should be an object present at the endpoint of reach

motion (See Figure 2).

Reach motions help to identify the possible segments of

video corresponding to manipulation of the object and de-

termine the dominant hand. Manipulation movements pro-

vide contextual information about the type of object being

acted on. Similarly, object class provides contextual infor-

mation on possible interactions with them, depending on

affordances and function (See Figure 3).

In many cases, similar interactions may produce visually

different hand trajectories because of difference in proper-

ties of the object. Figure 4 shows the difference in interac-

tion style for < throw > manipulation of heavy and light

objects. Therefore, differences in style of execution pro-

vide contextual information on properties of objects such as

weight.

Object reaction to human action, such as pouring liquid

from a carafe into a cup or pressing a button that activates

a device, provides contextual information about the object

class and the manipulation motion. Our approach combines

all these types of evidence into a single video interpretation

framework. In the next section, we present a probabilistic

model for describing the relationship between different ele-

ments in human object interactions.

1Our experiments neglect the grasping motion since the hand move-

ments are too subtle to be perceived at the resolution of typical video cam-

eras when the whole body and context are imaged

Figure 4. Differences in style based on object properties. In the

case of heavier objects, the peak velocity is reached much later as

compared to lighter objects. A study on throwing of objects of

different weights using 3-mode factorization was reported in [19]

2. Modeling the Object Action Cycle

2.1. The Bayesian Network

Our goal is to simultaneously estimate object type, lo-

cation, movement segments corresponding to reach move-

ments, manipulation movements, type of manipulation

movement and their effects on objects by taking advantage

of the contextual information provided by each element to

the others. We do this using the graphical model shown in

Figure 5.

O

eO

MrOr Mm

eor em er

Figure 5. Underlying Graphical Model for Human Object Interac-

tion.

In the graphical model, objects are denoted by O, reach

motions by Mr, manipulation motions by Mm and object

reactions by Or. The video evidence is represented by

e = {eO, er, em, eor} where eO represents object evidence,

er and em represent reach and manipulation motion evi-

dence and eor represents object reaction evidence. Since

only changes are observed for measuring object reaction,

eor is considered to be independent of O. Using Bayes rule

and conditional independence relations, the joint probabil-

ity distribution can be decomposed as2:

P (O, Mr, Mm, Or|e) ∝ P (O|eO)P (Mr|O)P (Mr|er)

P (Mm|Mr, O)P (Mm|em)P (Or|O, Mm)P (Or|eor)

2All the variables are assumed to be uniformly distributed and hence

P (O), P (Mr), P (Mm), P (Or), P (eO), P (er), P (em) and P (eor)
are constant



(a) Original detector (b) Likelihood P (O|eO) (c) Reach Motion P (Mr|er) (d) P (O, Mr|eO, er)

Figure 2. Importance of contextual information involved in reach motions and object perception. (a) Object Detectors tend to miss some

objects completely (b) Lowering the detection threshold can lead to false positives in detection (c) Reach Motion Segmentation also suffers

from false positives (d) Joint probability distribution reduces the false positives in reach motion and false negatives in object detection.

(a) Likelihood P (O|eO) (b) Interaction Motion (c) Segmented Motion (d) Belief: Bel(O)

Figure 3. Importance of contextual information from interaction motion in object class resolution. In this experiment, object detectors for

cups and spray were used. (a) The likelihood value of a pixel being the center of cup and spray bottle is shown by intensity of red and

green respectively. (b) Hand trajectory for interaction motion (includes reach and manipulation). (c) The segmentation obtained. The green

track shows the reach while the red track shows the manipulation.(d) Likelihood values after belief propagation. By using context from

interaction with the object, it was inferred that since the object was subjected to a wave like motion, it is more likely a spray bottle.

2.2. Object Perception

Each object has an associated type which represents the

class to which the object belongs. In addition to type, we

estimate location and some physical properties.

The approach is independent of the specific object detec-

tion algorithm employed. We employ a variant of the his-

togram of oriented gradient(HOG) approach from [5, 33].

Our implementation uses a cascade of adaboost classifiers

in which the weak classifiers are Fischer Linear Discrimi-

nants. This is a window based detector; windows are re-

jected at each cascade level and a window which passes all

levels is classified as a possible object location.

Based on the sum of votes from the weak classifiers, for

each cascade level, i, we compute the probability Pi(w) of a

window, w, containing the object. If a window were evalu-

ated at all cascade levels, the probability of it containing an

object would be
∏L

i=1 Pi(w). However, for computational

efficiency many windows are rejected at each stage of the

cascade. The probability of such a window containing an

object is computed based on the assumption that such win-

dows would just exceed the detection threshold of the re-

maining stages of the cascade. Therefore, we also compute

a threshold probability(Pti) for each cascade level i. This is

the probability of that window containing an object whose

adaboost score was at the rejection threshold. If a detector

consists of L levels, but only the first lw levels classify a

window w as containing an object, then the overall likeli-

hood is given by:

P (O = {obj, w}|eO) =

lw∏

i=1

Pi(w)

L∏

j=lw+1

(Ptj) (1)

2.3. Human Movements

2.3.1 Reach Motion

The reach motion is described by three parameters: the start

time (trs), the end time (tre) and the 2D image location being



reached for (lr). The velocity profile of a hand executing

ballistic movements like reach or strike has a characteristic

’bell’ shaped profile. Using features such as time to accel-

erate, peak velocity and magnitude of acceleration and de-

celeration, the likelihoods of reach movements can be com-

puted from hand trajectories (See [23]).

However, there are many false positives because of er-

rors in measuring hand trajectories. These false positives

are removed using contextual information from object loca-

tion. In the case of point mass objects, the distance between

object location and the location being reached for should

be zero. For a rigid body, the distance from the center of

the object depends on the grasp location. We represent

P (Mr|O) using a normal function, N (|lrlo|, µ, σ), where

µ and σ are the average distance and variance of the dis-

tances in a training database between grasp locations and

object centers.

2.3.2 Manipulation Motion

Manipulation motions also involve three parameters: start

time (tms ), end time (tme ) and the type of manipulation mo-

tion/action (Tm) (such as answering a phone, drinking etc).

We need to compute P (Mm|em), the likelihood of a ma-

nipulation given the evidence from hand trajectories.

There are many methods for gesture recognition using

hand trajectories [2]. The framework described above is in-

dependent of the specific action recognition approach em-

ployed. We use discrete HMM’s for obtaining the likeli-

hoods , P (Mm|em).
We first obtain a temporal segmentation of the trajectory

based on limb propulsion models. This segmentation is re-

quired for computing the discrete representation of manipu-

lation motion and to find possible starting and ending times

of the manipulation movement. There are two models for

limb propulsion in human movements: ballistic and mass-

spring models [26]. Ballistic movements involve impulsive

propulsion of the limbs (acceleration towards the target fol-

lowed by deceleration to stop the movement). In the mass-

spring model, the limb is modelled as a mass connected to

a springs. Therefore, the force is applied over a period of

time.

Each manipulation motion is segmented into atomic seg-

ments based on the propulsion models described above. We

use the segmentation algorithm described in [23]. The al-

gorithm decomposes manipulation motion trajectories into

ballastic and mass-spring motion segments. Each segment

is then replaced by a discrete alphabet defined as the cross-

product of type of propulsion(ballistic/mass-spring) and the

hand locations at the end of the motion segments, repre-

sented with respect to the face. By using alphabets for

atomic segments we transform a continuous observation

into a discrete symbol sequence. This is used as input to ob-

tain the likelihoods of different types of manipulation mo-

tion from their corresponding HMM’s.

In addition to computing the likelihood, we need to com-

pute the term P (Mm|Mr, O). Manipulation motion is de-

fined as a 3-tuple, Mm = (tms , tme , Tm). The starting and

ending times, tms and tme , depend on Mr but are indepen-

dent of O. Similarly, the type of manipulation motion, Tm,

depends on O but is independent of Mr
3. Hence, we de-

compose the prior term as:

P (Mm|Mr, O) = P (tm
s , t

m
e |Mr)P (Tm|O) (2)

Assuming grasping takes negligible time, the time dif-

ference between the ending time of a reach motion and

the starting time of a manipulation motion should be zero.

We model P (tms , tme |Mr) as a normal function N (tms −
tre, 0, σt) where σt is the observed variance in the training

dataset. P (Tm = mtype|O = obj) is computed based on

the number of occurrences of manipulation mtype on ob-

ject obj in our training dataset.

2.3.3 Hand Trajectories

The likelihood terms for reach and manipulation motion re-

quire computation of hand trajectories. To compute hand

trajectories, we implemented a variant of [8] for estimating

the 2D pose of the upper body. Figure 6 shows the results

of the algorithm on few poses.

Figure 6. Results of Upper Body Pose Estimation Algorithm.

2.4. Object Reaction

In many cases, the interaction movement might be too

subtle for effective measurement. In such cases, the result

of interaction can provide context on object type and inter-

action involved. For example, consider the case of lighting

a flashlight. The interaction involved is pressing a button,

which is unlikely to be perceived using current computer vi-

sion approaches. However, the reaction/result of such an in-

teraction, the change in illumination, is easy to detect. Sim-

ilarly, the observation of object reaction can provide context

on object properties. For example, the observation of the ef-

fect of pouring can help making the decision of whether a

cup was empty or not.

3Type of manipulation also depends upon the direction of reach motion.

This factor is, however, ignored in this paper



The parameters involved in object reaction are the time

of reaction (treact) and the type of reaction (Tor). However,

measuring object reaction type is difficult. Mann et. al [14]

presented an approach for understanding observations of

interacting objects using Newtonian mechanics. However,

such an approach can only be used to explain rigid body mo-

tions. Apart from rigid body interactions, the interactions

which lead to changes in appearances using other forces

such as electrical are also of interest to us.

We use the differences of appearance histograms around

the hand location as a simple representation for reaction

type classification. Such a representation is useful in rec-

ognizing reactions in which the appearance of the object at

time of reaction, treact, would be different than appearance

at the start or the end of the interaction. Therefore, the two

appearance histograms are subtracted and compared with

the difference histograms in the training database to infer

the likelihood of the type of reaction(Tor).

In addition, we need to compute the priors

P (Or|Mm, O). Object reaction is defined by a 2-

tuple, Or = (Tor, treact). Using the independence of the

two variables:

P (Or|Mm, O) = P (Tor|Mm, O)P (treact|Mm, O) (3)

The first term can be computed by counting the occur-

rences of Tor when the manipulation motion is of type

mtype and the object is of type obj. For modeling the

second term, it was observed that the reaction time ratio,

rr =
treact−t

m

s

(tm

e
−tm

s
) , is generally constant for a combination of

object and manipulation. Hence, we model the prior by a

normal function N (rr, µr, σr) over the reaction-time ratio,

where µr and σr are the mean and variance of reaction-time

ratios in the training dataset.

2.5. Training and Inference

We used Pearl’s belief propagation algorithm [21] for in-

ference. Training of the model requires training of a HOG

based detector for all object classes and HMM models for

all classes of interactions. Training for HOG based detec-

tor was done using images from various training datasets.

HMM models were trained using a separate training dataset.

Additionally our model requires co-occurence statistics of

object-interaction-reaction combinations, distance between

grasp location and object center, and reaction time ratios.

3. Experimental Evaluation

We evaluated our framework on a test dataset of 10 sub-

jects performing 6 interactions with 4 objects. The objects

in the test-dataset included cup, spray bottle, phone and

flashlight. The interactions with these objects were: drink-

ing from a cup, spraying from a spray bottle, answering a

phone call, making a phone call, pouring from a cup and

lighting the flashlight. In addition to the four objects on

which the detector was trained, the scene contained other

objects, like a stapler, to confuse the object detector.

Object Classification: Among the objects used, it is

hard to discriminate the spray bottle, flashlight and cup be-

cause all three are cylindrical (See Figures 11(a),(b)). Fur-

thermore, the spray bottle detector also fired for the hand-

set of the cordless phone (See Figure 11(d)). Our approach

was also able to detect and classify object of interest even in

cluttered scenes (See Figure 11(c)). Figures 7(a) and 7(b)

shows the likelihood confusion matrix for both the origi-

nal object detector and the object detector in the human-

object interaction framework. Using interaction context, the

recognition rate of objects at the end of reach locations im-

proved from 78.33% to 96.67%4.

(a) HOG Detector (b) Using Framework

Figure 7. Object Likelihood Confusion Matrix: The ith row de-

picts the expected likelihood values when ith type of object is

present.

Action Recognition: Of the six activities, it is very hard

to discriminate between pouring and lighting on the basis of

hand trajectories(See Figure 11(a) and (b)). While differen-

tiating drinking from phone answering should be easy due

to the differences in endpoint locations, there was still sub-

stantial confusion between the two due to errors in computa-

tion of hand trajectories. Figure 8(a) shows the likelihoods

of actions that were obtained for all the videos using hand-

dynamics alone. Figure 8(b) shows the confusion matrix

when action recognition was conducted using our frame-

work. The overall recognition rate increased from 76.67%
to 93.34% when action was recognized using the contextual

information from objects and object reactions.

Segmentation Errors: Apart from errors in classifica-

tion, we also evaluated our framework with respect to seg-

mentation of reach and manipulation motion. The segmen-

tation error was the difference between the actual frame

number and the computed frame number for the end of a

reach motion. We obtained the ground truth for the data us-

ing manual labelling. Figure 9 shows the histogram of seg-

mentation errors in the videos of the test dataset. It can be

4The recognition rate depicts the correct classification of localized ob-

ject into one of the five classes: background, cup, spray-bottle, phone and

flashlight



(a) HMM based Action Recognition (b) HMM based recognition in Interaction Context

Figure 8. Comparison of Action Likelihoods without and with contextual information. Each Column represents the normalized likelihood

values for six possible actions.

seen that 90% of detections were within 3 frames of actual

end-frames of reach motion.
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Figure 9. Segmentation Error Histogram

Object Properties: The first and second-order deriva-

tives of the velocity profiles at the start and end of ballis-

tic motion segments during manipulation are used as a fea-

ture set for classification of ’heavy/light’ objects. The ob-

ject used in the experiment was box (heavy/light) and the

interaction was displacing the box from one end of table

to another. Figure 10 shows the two derivates plotted for

the training dataset. We achieved a classification accuracy

of 89.58% for a linear classifier(LDA) using leave one-out

cross-validation approach.

Figure 10. The first and second order derivatives of velocity at the

start and end of ballistic motion.

4. Conclusion

Recent studies related to human information process-

ing have confirmed the role of object recognition in action

understanding and vice-versa. Motivated by such studies,

we presented an approach to combine the inference pro-

cess in object recognition and action understanding. The

approach uses a probabilistic model to represent the ele-

ments of human-object interaction: object identity, reach

motion, manipulation motion and object reaction. Using

context from object type and object reaction, the model rec-

ognizes actions which are either too subtle to perceive or

too similar to discriminate. Therefore, by enforcing global

coherence between object type, action type and object reac-

tion, we can improve the recognition performance of each

element substantially.
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